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Flexible Greece
Our holidays can offer great ﬂexibility.
Here are just a few of the possibilities.

multi Centre Holidays
many islands and resorts in this brochure can be combined and some of the
most popular pairings are shown on the Resort Information panel at the start of
each section. All transfers are included unless otherwise stated and it is usually,
but not always, the case that you need to spend a week in each centre. Please
contact us for a costing as our additional admin. and transfer costs vary
considerably from area to area. unless you have been to the resorts or islands
before we strongly recommend you book the quieter resort or island as your
second centre (please ask us if in doubt).
For other combinations and for holidays of a longer duration or of more than
two centres please call us.
Depending on the area, mid-holiday transfers may be effected via the Airport
which will inevitably mean a wait of a couple of hours. If you would like to avoid
this please check with us. Private taxi transfers can be arranged in some areas –
supplement on request. An alternative option may be self transferring by hire
car.
For Island Hopping see next page.
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Two Countries, One Holiday
Greece & Albania
Why not combine a holiday in Greece with a visit to one of her close
neighbours? It is simple to do - we make all the arrangements - and makes
for a fascinating and contrasting holiday experience.
It is now possible to transfer directly into Albania from the airport of Prevesa in
western Greece and our resorts served from there.
We offer a private 6-day cultural tour of the south, as well as selected hotels in
the busy port of Saranda, gateway to south Albania. The town is an excellent
centre and there is much to see within a short drive, including two uneSCO
World Heritage sites. We can arrange privately guided day trips at reasonable
prices.
Albania can combine with lefkas, meganissi, Parga or Sivota and transfer time is
2-3 hours by taxi. We'd recommend visiting Albania ﬁrst and Greece second. It is
not necessary to twin centre with Greece. See our website for more details.
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Tailor made Holidays

extended Stays
most holidays can be extended over and above the normal fortnight at a
reasonable cost. Please call us for a quote.

If you wish to design your own holiday – perhaps you would like a duration of
other than a set week or two, prefer Heathrow over Gatwick, or simply want to
mix areas/islands not normally possible from our regular ﬂights – we can help.
Once you have an idea of what you would like to do our tailor-made
department is happy to advise and quote. There are of course some restrictions
– some accommodation may have set change-over dates or a minimum stay –
but within these you can do pretty much as you please.
One call to us will save you considerable time and effort, give you invaluable
advice and provide you with the security of ATOl bonding and back-up on the
ground from our team of experienced local agents and our own representatives.
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